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held at York in 1844, the puerilitics of Dean Cockburn were

happily met with and exposed by the Rev. Mr. Sedgwick; and

it was on that occasion that the "Record," after
pronouncing

it no slight satire on this accomplished man of Science, that

one of the members present should have eulogized his "bold

ness as a clergyman," adopted the assertion, -can it be called

belief? -that for aught which appears to the contrary, "the

world might have been made yesterday." Attempts to support

the true in religion by the untrue in science, manifest, I am

afraid, exceedingly little wisdom. False witnesses, when en

gaged in just causes, serve but to injure them; and certainly

neither by anti-geologists nor at the Old Bailey should "kissing

the book" be made a preliminary to supporting the untrue. I

do not find that the truly great theologians of the day manifest

any uneasy jealousy of geological discovery. Geologists, ex

patiating in their proper province, have found nothing antago

nistic in the massive intellect and iron logic of Dr. Cunning

ham, of Edinburgh, nor in the quick comprehensiveness and

elastic vigor of Dr. Candlish. Chalmers has already given his

deliverance on this science, - need it be said after what man

ner ?- and in a recent number of the "North British Review"

may be found the decision regarding it of a kindred spirit, the

author of the "Natural History of Enthusiasm." "The

reader," says this distinguished man, in adverting to certain

influential causes that in the present day widely affect theologic

opinion and the devotional feeling, "will know that we here

refer to that indirect modification of religious notions and sen

timents, that results insensibly from the spread and consolida

tion of the modern sister sciences, Astronomy and Geology,

which, immeasurably enlarging, as they do, our conceptions of

the universe in its two elements of space and time, expel a

congeries of narrow errors, heretofore regarded as unqustiona
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